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Choosing the Best CICS Architectural
Approach to Develop E-Business Applications

B y  E l e n a  N a n o s

MOST COMPANIES TODAY ARE LOOKING FOR WAYS TO STANDARDIZE techni-
cal architecture across the enterprise, while reducing cost, by developing
better Application processes that are easier to manage, that leverage
existing investments, and effectively meet their customer demands.

If your shop is looking for the way to integrate cross-platform appli-
cations with existing CICS legacy applications, CICS Transaction
Server has a number of architectural approaches to offer to make it
easier and more cost effective to develop new e-business applications,
while protecting your current investment in CICS legacy code.

CICS is considered the world’s most popular transaction monitor,
with a proven track record of successfully delivering new technology.
In 2005, IBM delivered CICS TS V3.1, which has major enhance-
ments in exploitation of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to take
advantage of Web services when integrating with existing legacy
applications. CICS is now fully up to spec on Web services standards
and can fully participate in SOA. These enhancements can help you
succeed in a competitive marketplace by architecting your IT systems
with the goal of adaptability, responding quickly to new customer
requirements, new business opportunities, and competitive threats.

This article will help you choose the best CICS architectural
approach to develop e-business applications, where there is a good fit
between business processes, business goals, and IT architecture.

OVERVIEW OF CICS ARCHITECTURAL CHOICES

If you are currently running CICS TS V2.x or V3.1 you have the
following architectures to choose from to Web enable your
Applications:

▼ Web Services architecture—comprehensive W3C standards for
messaging over the Web supporting SOA.

▼ J2EE Connector Architecture (JCA)—lightweight J2EE
standard used with CICS Transaction Gateway.

▼ Enterprise JavaBean (EJB) architecture—comprehensive
J2EE standard that can be used with WebSphere Entity beans.

Let’s take a closer look at what architectural options you have today
with CICS TS, summarized in Table 1.
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Architecture

and usage

CICS TS

version where

available

Capabilities Coupling Security Transactional scope Interface

Web services

can fully participate in

SOA

- Industry-wide, open-

standards-based inte-

gration technology

V 3.1 • Inbound and outbound

• Synchronous (HTTP)

• Asynchronous (WebSphere

MQ)

Low • Web services

• SSL

• User ID and password

• Web services

• Sync on return

• COMMAREA (32KB

limit)

• CONTAINER (allows

inter-program data

transfer without

CICS size limitation)

JCA

- used with CICS

Transaction Gateway

V2.x V3.1 • Inbound only

• Synchronous

• Asynchronous

• 32KB maximum message size

Medium • SSL

• User ID and password

• Thread identity

• Local

• Global

• Sync on return

• 2-phase commit

with CTG for z/OS

V6.1

COMMAREA

EJB

- can be used with

WebSphere Entity

beans

- can link to other CICS

applications using con-

nectors 

V2.x V3.1 • Inbound (V2.x)

• Inbound and outbound

• Synchronous

• EJB state management

High • EJB security roles

• SSL

• Sync on return

• Global

EJB (session bean

only)
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WHAT YOU NEED TO CONSIDER IN ORDER TO CHOOSE
THE RIGHT ARCHITECTURE

When deciding which architecture is best for your CICS e-business
application to solve your business requirements, you will need to con-
sider the points outlined in Table 2.

Other non-functional considerations:

▼ What will be the cost and long-term value for developing new e-
business applications?

▼ What programming language developers plan to use?
▼ Does the right skills set currently exist to complete the project?
▼ What is the timeframe for completing the project?

WEB SERVICES AND SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

IBM sees SOA as key to interoperability and flexibility requirements
for its vision of on demand business. According to a recent survey con-
ducted by Yankee Group, SOA will be everywhere by 2006, and IBM
will be leading the pack in SOA capabilities. A survey of more than 300
IT decision-makers from large US enterprises revealed that in the next
12 months, 75% plan on investing in the technology and staffing nec-
essary to enable SOA.

One of the major enhancements in CICS TS 3.1 is exploitation of
SOA to take advantage of Web services when integrating with existing
legacy applications. SOA supports end-to-end integration across the
enterprise and among business partners and provides a flexible business
process model.

SOA is now a widely accepted architectural approach whereby an
application is composed of independent, distributed and co-operating
components called services. The key concept of SOA is that the func-
tionality implemented by a service is exposed via a standard-based
interface declaration. The implementation details are hidden from the
users of the service; they invoke the service based on the operations
exposed in these interfaces. Industry adoption of Web Services capa-
bilities into development platforms and tools are making it easier for
companies to adopt a service based development approach. CICS
exploitation of SOA can help your company build new on demand
solutions that leverage your current CICS investments.

SOA follows the following model:

▼ Loose coupling—service requester has no knowledge of the
technical details of the provider’s implementation, such as the
programming language, deployment platform.

▼ Well-defined interfaces—Web services Description Language
(WSDL) is used, which is a widely-supported way of describing
the details required by a service requester for binding to a
service provider.

▼ Stateless service design—services should be independent, self-
contained requests, which do not require information or state
from one request to another when implemented.

▼ Service granularity—use of coarse-grained interfaces for
external consumption is recommended.

Figure 1 demonstrates Web enablement approaches that you can use
with Web Services under CICS.

CICS TS 3.1 provides the necessary tools and runtime for Web serv-
ices, as follows–

▼ A utility that can generate WSDL from language structures, which
is used for a bottom up approach from an existing application.

▼ A utility that can generate language structures from WSDL—
a top down approach to new CICS service provider or
requester programs.

▼ XML to language structure, like COMMAREA, conversion and
vice versa at runtime.

▼ The link between the utilities and the runtime is via the Web
Services Bind file (WSBind).

Figure 2 demonstrates how the batch tooling environment and CICS
runtime environment fit together.

A typical example of using CICS Web Services as a Web service
provider is illustrated in Figure 3.

1. The SOAP request is received by the HTTP listener.
2. Request is passed to the SOAP for CICS pipeline to process the

SOAP architected headers, set up the transaction and security
environment and call the target message adapter with the XML
request message.

3. The message adapter transforms the XML message into a
COMMAREA before calling the business logic and processes
request.

4. The message adapter creates an appropriate XML response
message, which is passed back to the pipeline to be wrapped in
SOAP headers and returned to the e-business client.

J2EE CONNECTOR ARCHITECTURE (JCA)

The J2EE Connector Architecture is aimed at providing a stan-
dard way to access enterprise applications from a J2EE-based Java
application. It defines a set of Java interfaces through which appli-
cation developers can access Enterprise Information Systems
(EIS), for example, CICS, and Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) applications.

WebSphere Application server V5 & V6 enables customers to
expose J2EE based applications, Web services, and legacy applications
as reusable services, and then mix and match these services to create a
new flexible e-business application. This application can then, in turn,
be exposed as a Web service.

Figure 4 shows J2EE Connector Architecture component structure.
The J2EE Connector Architecture provides a Common Client

Interface API (CCI) with both common, and resource adapter spe-
cific, interfaces. Application programmers code to this single API
rather than needing to use different interfaces for each proprietary
system. However it is common for a resource adapter to make use of
its own, or an existing API, such as JDBC or JMS. The J2EE
Connector Architecture specification provides support for transac-
tions, security and sharing of connections between different clients.

CICS supports the following resource adapters:

▼ CICS ECI Adapter 5.1. This version of the CICS ECI resource
adapter is based on J2EE Connector Architecture 1.0 (JCA 1.0).
Because CICS ECI resource adapter for Java V5.1 is a JCA 1.0
resource adapter, it will only run in a JCA 1.0 application server
or WebSphere Application Server V5.0.2 (or later).

▼ CICS ECI Adapter 6.0.0. This version of the CICS ECI
resource adapter is based on J2EE Connector Architecture 1.5
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Checklist Solution(s)

Which standards and protocols are you

planning on using?

CICS TS 3.1 support for WEB services conforms to open standards like Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 1.1 and 1.2,

HTTP 1.1 and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 1.1.

Is business logic separated from presenta-

tion logic in CICS Application that you need

to Web enable?

Most COBOL developers will be retiring in 10-20 years and new developers that are joining the work force have only Java or

C/C++ skill set. New developers develop more modern, better constructed Applications that have business logic separated

from Application logic and can be perfect candidates for using CICS Web services to get to legacy data.

Will CICS be a service provider or service

requester?

CICS TS V.3.1 enhancements to Web services support will allow your company to publish CICS applications as Web services

that can be consumed by J2EE or .NET applications, and will enable CICS applications to consume external Web services.

CICS now can be a full participant in the Business to Business world and can be a Web services provider as well as a

requestor in the Web services.

Is SOAP support required? Implementation of SOAP support under CICS TS 3.1 has been greatly simplified and optimized; and user-written application

handler is no longer required in contrast with SOAP for CICS Feature implementation in CICS TS in V2.2 and V2.3. SOAP per-

formance in CICS TS 3.1 has been greatly improved. IBM performance data shows up to 22% CPU overhead reduction com-

pared to CICS TS V2.3.

What tools do you plan to use to transform

SOAP message to/from CICS, if needed?

CICS Web services assistant can help you deploy an application with the least amount of programming effort, by generating

the CICS resources that you need to deploy your application. When your application runs, CICS transforms your application

data into a SOAP message on output, and transforms the SOAP message back to application data on input.

What WEB services Enablement styles do

you plan to use?

You can use the following WEB services Enablement styles:

Bottom up—start with existing language structure and convert it into a form useable as a CICS web service. CICS acts as a

Service Provider using existing program, which can remain unchanged.

Top down – used for new applications and uses WSDL document and converts it into a form useable as a CICS web service.

CICS uses existing Web Service Provider and acts as a Service Requester.

Meet in the middle—used for existing applications and uses WSDL document and maps and converts it into a form useable

as a CICS web service. CICS can be Service Provider and Requester.

Can newly developed interfaces be reused? Reuse of interfaces can be a side benefit to delivering services for a given project. Building services to be inherently reusable

can result in increased development effort and requires the use of design standards.

What application interface will be used? You have a choice of using the following application interfaces—CICS API, CICS Web API, JCICS, CICS socket API, CICS SOAP

API, MQ API (if MQ is used).

What communication protocol will be used? You can use the following protocols for Inbound and outbound communication—HTTP—Synchronous TCP/IP—

Synchronous and asynchronous MQ—Asynchronous and has assured message delivery

What is the maximum size of data that

needs to be transferred to/from CICS?

Major enhancement in CICS TS V3.1 is that your Applications business logic can be either COMMAREA or CONTAINER based,

eliminating 32K data size limit.

Is there a requirement for CICS transac-

tional updates to recoverable resources to

be synchronized with the updates of an

external server?

CTG V6.1 for z/OS can participate in two-phase commit transactions that are initiated in a J2EE V1.4 Application Server, such

as WebSphere Application Server V6 on a distributed platform or on a remote z/OS system.

Will the client and server components be

loosely coupled or tightly coupled?

Depending on level coupling you can use the following architecture:

Low—Web services

Medium—JCA

High—EJB

What are the security requirements of the

application?

CICS TS 3.1 has support for:

—Transport Layer Security, 256-bit encryption, and improved SSL V3

—SSL caching across the Parallel Sysplex 

What are the performance objectives and

what workload management and failover

capabilities are required?

You can consider using one of the following:

—Sysplex Distributor is a feature of z/OS® Communications Server that provides for balancing of IP packets across multiple IP stacks.

—TCP/IP port sharing provides a simple way of spreading HTTP requests over a group of CICS router regions running in the

same z/OS image.

Is the right level of Software currently

installed?

You need to investigate if you have installed z/OS V1.4 or higher and Java V1.4.2 (required for CICS Java support).

What EJB and J2EE level is required, if EJBs

are used?

EJB 1.1—Session Beans supported by CICS and supported by WebSphere Application Server V4 or V5 or V6—Part of J2EE 1.2

Specification

EJB 2.0—Supported by WebSphere Application Server V5 or V6—Part of J2EE 1.3 Specification

EJB 2.1 -Supported by WebSphere Application Server V6 Part of J2EE 1.4 Specification

What additional development tools need to

be installed?

You can make use of WebSphere Developer for zSeries (WDz4) V6 to develop Web applications using Web services. WDZ4

comes free with CICS TS V2.3 & V3.1. For EJB applications development you can use Rational Application Developer V6.

Table 2



(JCA 1.5). This version of CICS ECI
resource adapter for Java runs with
WebSphere Application Server V6.0 or
later.

CICS TRANSACTION GATEWAY (CTG)

CICS Transaction Gateway is widely used
as preferred J2EE connector for CICS TS,
and in conjunction with IBM WebSphere
Application Server provides a high perform-
ing, secure, scalable and tightly integrated
access method in CICS.

CTG V6 supports JCA at the 1.5 specifica-
tion level and comes with ECI and EPI
adapters enabling both COMMAERA and
3270-datastream based CICS Applications to
interoperate effectively with WebSphere
Application Server V6.

CTG V6.1 was announced on 10/4/05 and
went GA on 11/11/05. This version has full
two-phase commit transactional support from
WebSphere Application Server on distributed
platforms to CICS TS on z/OS. CTG V6.x
requires WebSphere Application Server V6.0.

It is important to point out that you cannot
use CTG V6 in local mode with WebSphere
V5.1 on z/OS using the JCA connector. This
is because the connector supplied with
CTG V6 is a JCA 1.5 connector, which is
not supported in WebSphere V5.1. It is also
not possible to use the 1.0 connector supplied
CTG V5.1 in local mode with CTG V6. In
order to use WebSphere 5.1 with CTG V6,
you would have to use the JCA 1.0 connector
supplied with CTG V5.1, connecting via
remote mode (i.e. over TCP/IP or SSL) to a
CTG V6 Gateway daemon.

CTG consists of the following components:

▼ CTG classes—Java classes used by
the application to invoke services in
an attached CICS server if the
application uses the CTG interfaces
directly. The CTG classes implement
different interfaces; the External Call
Interface (ECI), External Presentation
Interface (EPI) and External Security
Interface (ESI).

▼ ECI and EPI resource adapters—
CICS JCA resource adapters.

▼ Gateway daemon—a long-running
process that functions as a server to
network-attached Java client
applications by listening on a specified
TCP/IP port.

▼ Client daemon—used with CTG on all
distributed platforms. It provides the

CICS connectivity as the CICS
Universal Client. On z/OS, the External
CICS Interface (EXCI) is used in place
of the Client daemon.

▼ Transport drivers—transport
mechanisms used to connect the Client
daemon to the CICS server.

A variety of network protocols are sup-
ported for connections as follows:

▼ J2EE component to CICS Transaction
Gateway: TCP/IP, SSL or local bindings.

▼ CICS Transaction Gateway to CICS:
SNA, TCP62, TCP/IP, EXCI.

Figure 5 demonstrates CTG topology
depending on the platform.

Topology 1—WebSphere Application
Server and CICS Transaction Gateway are
deployed on distributed platforms. Both
ECI and EPI resource adapters can be used in
this configuration.
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Figure 1: Web Enablement approaches available under CICS

Figure 2: Batch tooling environment and CICS runtime environment

Figure 3: CICS Web services as a web service provider
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Using the configuration shown in Figure 5,
you can have EJB application using the ECI
resource adapter to access a COMMAREA-
based CICS COBOL application. SNA,
TCP62 or TCP/IP protocols can be used to
connect to a z/OS platform running CICS TS
server. Please note that TCP62 protocol
allows SNA flows to be encapsulated in
TCP/IP packets.

In this configuration, CTG local protocol is
used to invoke the Client daemon, which
flows the ECI request to the CICS server.
Local protocol is specified on the
gatewayURL parameter in the connection
factory custom properties using the
WebSphere Administration Console.

Topology 2—WebSphere Application
Server is deployed on one of the distrib-
uted platforms and CICS Transaction
Gateway is running on z/OS.

If you plan to use this configuration, you
can take advantage of the latest CTG release
V6.1, which has full two-phase commit trans-
actional support from WebSphere
Application Server on distributed platforms
to CICS TS on z/OS.

This is an ideal solution for shops that are
running WebSphere on a distributed platform,
because you can take advantage of z/OS func-
tions like Resource Recovery Services (RRS)
and IP workload-management functions,
including SYSPLEX Distributor and TCP/IP
port sharing. Use of these technologies allows
an individual Gateway daemon to be removed
as a single point of failure and enables incom-
ing work to be efficiently balanced across
multiple Gateway daemons in multiple z/OS
logical partitions. Using CTG port sharing
allows you to have multiple CTG started
tasks listening on the same port.

Supported communication protocols
(which are set on the connection factory) are
TCP, HTTP, SSL or HTTPS.

Topology 3—WebSphere Application
Server can be deployed on either a z/OS or
Linux operating system and CICS
Transaction Gateway is running on z/OS.

In this topology only the CICS ECI
resource adapter is supported. The most com-
mon z/OS configuration makes use of a local
CICS Transaction Gateway, which results in a
direct cross-memory EXCI connection
between WebSphere Application Server and
CICS. When you run CTG in a local mode, it
runs under WebSphere Server region.

Two-phase commit is fully supported in
this configuration with CTG V5 or V6.x.
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Figure 4: J2EE Connector Architecture

Figure 5: CICS EJB and WebShere

Figure 5: CTG topology



EJB SUPPORT

Enterprise beans are portable Java compo-
nents that comply with Sun Microsystem’s
Enterprise JavaBeans Specification, Version
1.1 specification. CICS has implemented
these interfaces by mapping them to underly-
ing CICS services. Enterprise beans can link
to other CICS applications using connectors.

You can also develop Enterprise beans that
use the JCICS class library to access CICS
services or programs directly, but these
applications will not be portable to a non-
CICS EJB compliant server platform. The
Enterprise JavaBeans specification defines
transactional distributed objects that commu-
nicate using the Java Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) interface. CICS supports
RMI over IIOP, mediated using a CORBA
Object Request Broker (ORB). Enterprise
beans can execute only in the CICS JVM.

Please note that CICS is optimized to sup-
port short running pseudo-conversational
transactions and supports only session beans.
The following session beans are supported—

▼ A stateful session bean that manages
its own transactions and can begin an
Open Transaction Environment (OTS)
transaction in one method and commit
or roll it back in a subsequent method.

▼ A stateless session bean that manages
its own transactions and begins an OTS
transaction must commit or roll back
the transaction in the same method in
which it was started.

If you need to utilize a fully J2EE compli-
ant Infrastructure, that provides support for
Entity beans, Servlets and JSPs, then you
need to use a J2EE Web server like a
WebSphere Application Server, for example.

From an EJB in CICS you can do the
following:

▼ Invoke CICS programs (in any
language)

▼ Distributed transactions
▼ Use JCICS classes
▼ Support for JDBC 2.0 driver (includes

SQLJ support)
▼ JDBC access to IMS (requires IMS V7

& later)
▼ Make MQ calls

Figure 6 demonstrates how CICS EJB
can be used with WebSphere, where it is a
single recoverable unit of work. In this

example, the data resources updated by
CICS and those updated by the Enterprise
JavaBean are in the same unit of work, even
if these data resources are located on dif-
ferent operating systems. CICS presenta-
tion program LINKs to the Java client
program which then invokes a local
Enterprise JavaBean. The EJB program’s
logic invokes methods on the Enterprise
Bean residing in WebSphere as well as the
LINKable business program coded in
COBOL.

CONCLUSION

In order to choose the right solution to
meet your business requirements you need to
consider an architecture that reflects immedi-
ate solution requirements and long term,
strategic IT goals, which are governed by
Enterprise architecture and the skill set of
your IT staff.

If you are looking for an opportunity to
standardize, so that the entire company can
use the same approach or methodology, then
exploiting Service Oriented Architecture
and taking advantage of Web services in
CICS TS 3.1 can put you on the right track.
SOA prescribes a set of design principles
and an architectural approach to achieve
this rapid, flexible integration. Using SOA
with CICS, you can increase the speed at
which your businesses can implement new
products and processes, change existing
ones and effectively meet your customer’s
demands. With Web services support you
can now do inter-program data transfer
without 32K Commarea size limitation, by
using Containers.

You also have a choice of using J2EE
Connector Architecture, which is widely used
with CICS Transaction Gateway. CTG has a
proven high performance and scalability, with
minimum overhead and usually does not
require any changes to existing CICS
Applications. With CTG V6.1 you now can
take advantage of 2-phase commit with dis-
tributed platform.

And last, but not least, for tightly coupled
Applications, you have a choice of using
Enterprise JavaBean architecture. CICS has
support for session beans and you can use
CICS EJBs with WebSphere, which has
entity bean support. You can also use CICS
EJB to link to other CICS Applications
using connectors.

So, regardless of what architectural
approach you take, CICS provides you with

a very stable environment, and rich tooling
and strategic integration options that allow
you to cost effectively support your growing
integration needs.  
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